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Characters

Name Gender Notes

Doorman Male Only appears in Scene 1; the same actor 
could also play an Organiser in the party 
scene.

Shopper Female Only appears in Scene 1; the same actor 
could also play an Organiser in the party 
scene. This part could be divided between 
two or more people – best if female for 
rapport with Doorman.

Bazza Either

Spike Either

Sam Either

Dad Male

Mum Female

Old Granny Time Female

Mary Female Non-speaking part, suitable for a less 
confident child.

Joseph Male Non-speaking part, suitable for a less 
confident child.

Shepherds Either Non-speaking parts, suitable for less 
confident children.

Wise Men (3) Either Non-speaking parts, suitable for less 
confident children.

Organisers (2) Either There could be any number of Organisers. 
Just distribute the solo lines more widely.

Additional parts can be created by dividing up some solos (for example, Organisers,
Shoppers, Gang Members), thus involving more people while also making the
memorising of lines easier. Any number of Wise Men can be included – the Bible
describes three kinds of gift but there might have been more or even only two
givers! Furthermore, they would undoubtedly have had an entourage, so any
number of page-boys and other attendants could have walk-on parts along with
them and be given a credit on the programme. Why not have a Wise Man snap
fingers and beckon a page to present his gift? The entry of the Wise Men could
almost be turned into a pageant!

Finally, you can always dress up children in animal costumes and populate the
stable with an array of oxen, sheep, goats etc! 

There really is plenty of scope for including people and having fun.
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Production Notes
Inclusiveness

This theme runs through the show and should also characterise the
production. 

The show centres upon the traditional Christmas nativity story. However,
the story is interpreted in a way that should allow participation by children
and adults of any religious faith or of none, while being true to its gospel
origins. Parts are available for adults (parents, teachers, other helpers) so
that the wider community of and around the school may be involved in
the show.

Inclusion doesn’t need to be limited to those directly involved in the show.
Why not have a group doing costume design – researching the clothes
worn in Biblical times and imagining the clothes and hairstyles of the
future for the retirement party scene, while another does similar work
around sets and props? (Perhaps a classroom spin-off might be a fashion
show set in 2071?)

In particular, the Nativity itself, which forms a central part of the show, is
enacted entirely in mime, meaning that there are no lines to learn and
these traditionally prestigious parts could be given to children who
otherwise might not have been selected while the more talented would
shine in the parts of Sam, Bazza, etc. without overshadowing those others.

Other parts, demanding different levels of ability, may well be taken by
staff or parents.

Most of the songs are simple, using a lot of repetition to make the lines
easier to learn. The songs with more complex lyrics are given to the adult
characters, and in some instances (Gonna Throw a Party, and Christmas
Pudding) the actors can hold a prop such as a clipboard or recipe book
which could be used as aides memoires.

As the scene is set for the Nativity, we have chosen to include the audience
in providing the incidental music by way of the Christmas carol Silent
Night.

While the show can be performed with limited resources, it is also open to
expansion by, for example, dividing longer solos into several voices, and
creating walk-on parts for inn-keeper, animals etc. at the Nativity.  Almost
any number of children could be involved in the show, by singing in the
chorus taking a one-line solo, or being a stage-hand (see below).

Transitions

Scene transitions are indicated with the word ‘Curtain’, in traditional
fashion – but this does not need to be how they are achieved. The scene
change could be incorporated into the show, eliminating the need for
actual curtains completely. The simplest way is to suspend the action while
the stage hands change the layout. I have seen this done very effectively in
church productions ‘in the round’ where screening off the arena from all
sides would have been impossible. Audiences are quite happy to suspend
disbelief while this is done, as long as it is done smoothly and efficiently. 
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In a quite different trade, I was taught, ‘If you can’t hide it, emphasise it’ –
as in the use of fancy door furniture and fixings, for example. So why not
dress up the stage hands as angels and make a feature of the scene changes?

Other

Producers should update where necessary – the X-box, for instance, could
be some more contemporary must-have gadget. Current musical fashions
should also be taken into account for the bands that are mentioned. The
date of the party should also be adapted where necesssary – it should be
projected as Sam’s 70th birthday, on the assumption that the national
retirement age will be 70 by the time she grows up. 

Although two organisers are specified, any number of organisers may be
used, according to resources, dividing up the lines of both dialogue and
song between them to create a ‘too many cooks’ scenario as they fall over
one another in their enthusiasm.
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1.  Prelude
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Scene 1
A Department Store car park, daytime. A sign over the store entrance reads,
‘Merry Christmas from Hadlow’s Superstore.’ A uniformed DOORMAN
stands by the store entrance. A chorus of SHOPPERS are queuing to enter the
store.

Doorman Here we go again - same every year - mad last-minute 
rush. Any moment now, the doors will be unlocked 
and this orderly queue will become - well, you’ll see. 
Here we go, now.
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